The business value of sustainability

Today, more companies face pressure from customers, investors and employees to disclose data linked to environment, social and governance issues. Leading businesses realise they must manage their sustainability impact across the full breadth of their operations and value chain. Focusing on sustainability is a way to create savings, reduce risk and build a key competitive advantage.

Performance improvement with enterprise sustainability solutions

The amount of information required for operating a sustainable business has grown exponentially. One of the biggest challenges is collecting information, filling in the gaps and reporting insights. To do this companies need to determine inputs such as materials, electricity and water use in their own operations and in their supply chain to understand their sustainability performance. Using a sustainability software tool helps turn those challenges into business benefits by providing a solution for compliant reporting, performance improvement and integrated performance management.

PE’s SoFi software-as-a-service helps achieve business sustainability objectives

SoFi solutions significantly reduce the time spent on manual data collection for sustainability reporting through intuitive web forms, efficient workflows and direct interfaces to your ERP system and utility meters.

SoFi is the award-winning enterprise sustainability solution for rapid data collection and powerful analysis to accelerate reporting and drive performance.

The power and breadth of SoFi’s performance analytics and tracking tools enable you to monitor and improve all environmental and social aspects of your business.

SoFi software is the world’s first to be accredited by CDP and certified to the Global Reporting Initiative’s GRI G4 framework. SoFi was also named the number one sustainability management software by analyst firm Verdantix in their Green Quadrant Report.
SoFi PROFESSIONAL
Ready-to-go Sustainability Reporting Software

Accelerate and enhance your carbon, sustainability or building portfolio reporting. Certified by GRI and CDP and with optional SASB and GRESB questionnaire extensions, SoFi Software improves accuracy and saves organisations time and money. SoFi Professional solutions can be upgraded at any time to SoFi enterprise.

SoFi GRI – for Sustainability Management & Reporting
› Get the latest, certified GRI indicators and auto-fill report template.
› Easily link different disclosure standards and manage reporting to different organisations with dynamic disclosure.
› Get the latest GHG emission factors automatically.

SoFi CDP – for Carbon Management & Reporting
› Get the latest, certified CDP questionnaire and auto-fill report template.
› Easily link different disclosure standards and manage carbon reporting to different organisations with dynamic disclosure.
› Get the latest GHG emission factors automatically.

SoFi PSM – for Building Portfolio Sustainability
› Analyse performance for buildings, locations, portfolios and roll-up performance for an entire organisation.
› Benchmark single buildings and portfolios.
› Identify opportunities in your portfolio to reduce GHG emissions, energy use, water and waste.

SoFi – for Materiality Assessment
› Drastically reduce the time and money spent on identifying material issues with standard issue list by sector.
› Use proven survey, workflow, analysis and scoring technology from SoFi software to gain insights from your results.

SoFi ENTERPRISE
Dynamic Sustainability Performance Management Software for your entire business

Integrate reporting and sustainability performance management for your entire organisation and your value chain with the SoFi Enterprise software platform. Connect directly to your ERP system and utility meters to monitor all environmental and social aspects of your business.

SoFi Enterprise for:
› Environment, Health & Safety
› Sustainability Management and Reporting
› Carbon Management and Reporting
› Energy Management
› Sustainable Supply Chain
› Building Portfolio Sustainability
› Materiality Assessment

Unique features:
› Automated data capture from ERP systems and meters
› Includes the latest certified GRI and CDP questionnaires
› Auto-complete disclosure for sustainability reporting standards like CDP, GRI, DJSI, GRESB and more
› 100,000 greenhouse gas factors with auto-updates to the database and calculations
› Customised reporting templates
› Configurable KPIs and targets for sites, business units, regions or the entire organisation
› 150,000 best practice projects to share in your organisation and your value chain
› 15,000 industry benchmarks
› Project portfolio planning
› Audit management and incident reporting
› Supplier scorecards and product Life Cycle Assessment
› Powerful forecasting and big data analytics
40% of the global Fortune 500 companies rely on PE solutions

What our customers say

**meridian**

“The SoFi software solution will improve our productivity by 50% cutting down the time to gather, analyse and report data.”

Alison Howard, Sustainability Performance Advisor, Meridian Energy

**SPAR**

“The intuitive SoFi software helps us identify the levers for sustainability initiatives and evaluate the effectiveness of measures.”

Franz Hoelzl, Head of Sustainability, SPAR

**Kimberly-Clark Corporation**

“We selected the SoFi platform for its visualisation capabilities combined with the ease and reliability.”

Dell Majure, Air Program Leader, Kimberly-Clark

**Buckman**

“We now have a web-based platform that centralises our data collection and automates calculations of our carbon and energy footprint. This resulted in large savings to our company by allowing us to better and more effectively manage our utilities.”

Barry Enix, Corporate Safety Director, Buckman Laboratories Int.

INTELLIGENT SUSTAINABILITY PERFORMANCE SOLUTIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SERVICES</th>
<th>ENTERPRISE</th>
<th>PRODUCT</th>
<th>MATERIALS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strategy &amp; Advantage</td>
<td>Sustainability Performance</td>
<td>Sustainability Performance</td>
<td>Compliance Communication</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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